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Abstract - By invoking a f o r m  of the Perron- 
F’robenius t h e o r e m  for  the “min-sum” semir ing,  w e  
obta in  a union  b o u n d  on the per formance  of i t e ra t ive  
decoding of ta i l -bi t ing codes. T h i s  b o u n d  shows that 
for the Gauss ian  channel ,  i t e ra t ive  decoding  will b e  
o p t i m u m ,  at least for  h igh  SNRs, if and only  if the 
m i n i m u m  “pseudodis tance” of the c o d e  is la rger  than 
the ord inary  m i n i m u m  dis tance.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
Because of the remarkable success of the iterative turbo- 
decoding algorithm [4], many coding researchers have been 
focussing on the study of other, more easily analyzed, sub- 
optimal iterative decoding algorithms. Perhaps the simplest 
such algorithm is the iterative decoding of tail-biting codes. 
In this paper we announce the result that iterative min-sum 
decoding of a tail-biting code will be effective if and only if the 
minimum “pseudoweight” of the code is strictly greater than 
its ordinary minimum weight. We are, however, only able to  
define the pseudoweight for the AWGN channel. 
11. PERRON-FROBENIUS FOR THE MIN-SUM SEMIRING 
In this section we will state without proof a “Perron- 
Frobenius” theorem for the min-sum semiring. It is not the 
most general such theorem, but it will suffice for our purposes. 
(Cf. the usual “sum-product” P.-F. theorem, e.g. [7, Theo- 
rem 4.5.121). 
Thus let A be an s x s irreducible matrix with entries from 
RU {oo}, with rows and columns indexed by {1,2, .  . . , s}, and 
let G be the corresponding weighted digraph. Assume that 
among all simple closed paths in G, there is a unique one with 
minimum average edge weight, and that this “critical cycle” 
is in fact a self-loop of weight p a t  vertex 1. (We summarize 
this condition by saying that A has a “simple eigenvalue.”) 
Then for n sufficiently large, with min-sum arithmetic, 
A“ = p”E. 
Here E is a fixed s x s “rank one” matrix, i.e., Ei,j = xiyj, 
where x = (XI,. . . ,zs) and y = (yl, . . . ,us) are right and left 
“eigenvectors” for A with corresponding “eigenvalue” p. 
111. TAIL-BITING CODES AND PSEUDO-CODEWORDS 
In this section we give a brief introduction to  tail-biting codes. 
For further details, we refer the reader to  [6]. 
A tail-biting trellis is a finite, labeled, digraph in which 
the vertices are partitioned into n classes CO,.  . Cn-l, each 
class being indexed by an element of 2, = (0, 1, . . . , n - l}, 
the cyclic group of order n. (All index arithmetic is done 
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modulo n.) If E is an edge, we denote the initial vertex of 
E by init(E) and the final vertex of E by fin(E). An edge E 
must have init(E) E CI, and fin@) E Ck+l, for some k E 2,. 
The label of such an edge, denoted out (E)  (for “output”), 
belongs to  a finite alphabet Ak. If P is a path, the label of 
P ,  denoted out (P) ,  is the concatenation of the labels of the 
edges comprising P. We call ou t (P)  the output of the path 
P. 
An L-segment tail-biting path P is a trellis path of length 
Ln  for which init(P) = fin(P) (which makes it tail-biting), 
and init(P) E CO, fin(P) E  CL^ (which makes it have L seg- 
ments). The code generated by the tail-biting trellis is the set 
of outputs of the the one-segment tail-biting paths. A pseu- 
docodeword is the output of any tail-biting path, whether the 
number of segments is 1 or more than 1. 
IV. ITERATIVE DECODING OF TAIL-BITING CODES 
The iterative min-sum decoding algorithm for tail-biting codes 
is discussed explicitly in [3, 6, 81. Our view is that it is an 
application of the Generalized Distributive Law [2], as applied 
to a junction graph with just one cycle [l]. 
In any case, if y is the received noisy codeword, after 
a finite number of iterations, the decoder will “lock on” to  
the pseudocodeword nearest to y, which is called the dom- 
inant pseudocodeword in [6 ] .  This follows from the min- 
sum Perron-F’robenius theorem (alternatively see [8] or [ 6 ] ) .  
Here the appropriate matrix A has entry ai,j given by al,j = 
min{p(ylx) : init(x) = i ,fin(x) = j } ,  A ML decoder will com- 
pute mini{a;,i}, since that corresponds to  the most likely tail- 
biting codeword. On the other hand, a two-way iterative min- 
sum decoding algorithm will converge after a finite number of 
iterations, to  the same result, provided A has a simple eigen- 
value. In coding terms, this condition amounts to saying that 
there is a unique nearest pseudocodeword to  y ,  which is in 
fact a codeword. This fact allows us to  bound the probability 
of decoder error, using the familiar union bound argument. 
This we do in the next section. 
v. THE U N I O N  BOUND FOR ITERATIVE DECODING ON 
THE AWGN CHANNEL 
In this section we restrict attention to  binary linear (tail- 
biting) codes, being used with BPSK modulation on an addi- 
tive white Gaussian channel. We will use the insights gained 
in the previous section (the decoder converges to  the nearest 
pseudocodeword) to obtain a “union bound” on the decoder 
word error probability. 
If x = (21,. . , z ~ )  is an L-segment ( 0 , l )  pseudocodeword, 
and if cj (the j t h  column sum) is defined to  be cJ = E,”=, z,,~,
its pseudoweight is defined to be 
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Thus for example the three-segment pseudocodeword 
(0000) (0101) (0011) has c1 = 0, cz = c3 = 1, and c4 = 2, so 
that its pseudoweight is (0+1+1+2)2/(02+12+12+22) = 8/3. 
Note that the pseudoweight of an ordinary codeword is the 
same as its weight as usually defined. 
If C denotes the set of all codewords, and if P denotes the 
set of all simple pseudocodewords (a simple pseudocodeword is 
one that does not pass through the same vertex twice), we can 
prove a union bound on the (iterative min-sum) decoder word 
error probability PLT (here for completeness we have included 
the ordinary union bound on PzL, the maximum-likelihood 
word error probability): 
PF“ 5 Q(&Rw(x)Eb/No),  (1) 
PLT I: Q ( d 2 R w ( x ) & / N o )  (2) 
X E C  
xEP 
where &(t)  = (l/&) Jtm e-s2/zds.  It  is in general not easy 
to compute the pseudoweight-enumerator for a given code. 
However, in the next section we will do so for the (8,4,4) 
Hamming code. 
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VI. THE (8 ,4 ,4)  HAMMING CODE 
In [5, section 5.21, an optimal tail-biting trellis for the ex- 
tended (8,4,4) binary Hamming code is constructed, with 
state-complexity profile (2 ,4 ,4 ,4 ,2 ,4 ,4 ,4) .  We have used this 
trellis to experiment with the iterative min-sum decoding al- 
gorithm. 
In Figure 1, we have plotted the actual performance (bit 
error probability) of an  ML decoder and an iterative min-sum 
decoder (five iterations) for the (8,4,4) Hamming code for 
values of &/No ranging from 0 dB to 9 dB in increments of 
0.5 dB. We see no measurable difference, although we know 
that theoretically the iterative is not as good as ML because 
of the presence of pseudocodewords. 
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Figure 1: (8,4,4) tai l  biting Hamming code union bound 
The pseudoweight enumerator for the (8,4,4) Hamming 
code, as represented by the minimal tail-biting trellis from [5] 
is given in the table below. In the first column is the ordinary 
weight enumerator, i.e., a list of the weights of the codewords 
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